Lethal radiation, low vacuum pressure and low temperaturesthis is how space welcomes organisms. Crossing of immense interstellar distances inflates the exposure time of biological material to harmful space conditions. This paper discusses the intriguing possibility of a life-bearing exoplanet being ejected from its planetary system and carrying life across interstellar distances (nomadic = free floating = rogue planet). The proposed interstellar panspermia mechanism reduces the exposure time to space conditions and provides multiple chances for interactions between microbes-bearing rock debris and exoplanets within system the nomadic object encountered on its way. The testing strategy is outlined and discussed in the paper, including testable predictions the proposed hypothesis makes.
Introduction
Panspermia is an old concept (see Arrhenius 1908; Kamminga 1982; Kawaguchi 2019 )there are at least a few versions of the idea. All differ in a mode the life is transferred from one exoplanet to another. Some proposals include even actions of intelligent beingsthe so called directed panspermia (see e.g. Arrhenius 1908; Crick and Orgel 1973; Burchell 2004; Nicholson 2009 ). The working model of panspermia is that life can leave the home planet (via natural processes), travel through space, survive the journey and colonize a new world.
The mechanism could permit life to be a common phenomenon in the Universe, no matter how easy or difficult the abiogenesis would be. Once life had formed somewhere, it could spread everywhere. However, there is an obvious drawback to testing this conceptthe only life we know so far is the one on Earth. Despite this shortage of data, some progress has been made regarding theoretical modes of transportation available and strategies microbes could use to deal with the space environment (e.g. Nicholson et al. 2005; Nicholson 2009 ).
Cosmic space is not a welcoming environment. Life in open space is exposed to lethal radiation, high vacuum and low temperatures. A feasible solution to deal with some of the challenges is lithopanspermiaa hypothetical process according to which mineral matter (rock, sediment, dust) protects biological payload from radiation of space (Horneck 1993) . Lithopanspermia postulates that microbes may leave the home planet/moon during impact events along with rock bits being ejected into space (see Horneck et al. 2001) . Those microbebearing rock fragments become later projectiles hitting and fertilizing the surfaces of other worlds (Nicholson 2009 , and references therein). Such a mechanism of life transfer seems to be most feasible between exoplanets of tight systems (Fig. 1a ), e.g. around M-dwarfs where transit and space-exposure times are relatively short (e.g. Lingam and Loeb 2017) . The total mass of rock fragments ejected from a planet would increase with the size of impactorlarger impacts would generate more debris. Beech et al. (2018) estimates that large events, like K/T impact could generate as much as 5.5 × 10 12 kg of debris with individual boulders being 1.8 m across and 8 × 10 3 kg in weight.
Higher frequency of impact events would also generate more ejected rock fragments. Therefore, lithopanspermia would likely work more effectively in younger planetary systems with more rock and ice fragments floating around and increasing the overall chances of impact events. It is interesting that the oldest known traces of life on Earth (isotopic signatures) show up in rocks formed c.a. 3.8 Ga ago (Mojzsis et al. 1996 )apparently life appeared on Earth's surface shortly after the late heavy bombardment had ended (Gomes et al. 2005; Michel and Morbidelli 2007) .
Interstellar Panspermia
Panspermia on an interstellar scale however is a different story. Microbes crossing the interstellar distances would have to deal with the unfriendly space environment over thousands and millions of years required for completion of the journey across light years separating planetary systems. Melosh (2003) showed that it is unlikely that any rock bit originating on a terrestrial planet within our Solar System could ever hit similar terrestrial planet of another planetary systemin this view, the lithopanspermia would be confided to exchange within the Solar System. On the contrary, Napier (2004) argued that meter-scale boulders ejected from Earth are destroyed through collisions with other objects and with dust particles in space. After collision remnants reach a size of a micron, the radiation pressure overcomes the gravity and those tiny particles with their bio-payloads are ejected from the system with a rate of 10 20 per million years (see Napier 2004 ). Wallis and Wickramasinghe (2004) looked at direct transfer of ejectafrom a planetary surface to another world in a different planetary systemand at indirect route employing comets. They concluded that both processes are ineffective unless protoplanetary discs of stellar nebulas are considered. A similar concept was pursued by Adams and Spergel (2005) who analyzed the chances of life exchange between stars in star forming clusters where planetary systems are closer to each other and move at lower relative speeds. Zubrin (2019) showed recently that interaction between Oort Clouds of approaching star systems may play a role in life exchange at the interstellar scalethe approaching stars may disturb the Oort Clouds of each other and capture foreign comets. An exchange of planets between systems life-bearing object gets ejected from its system (1) and covered with ice during the transit (2). Internal heat is required to keep the under-ice liquid ocean; exoplanet approaches another systeminterstellar transit is completed (3). At this stage processes of traditional lithopanspermia may allow for surface-to-surface life transfer. d An intruding object crosses orbits of a few exoplanets (1, 2 and 3). The intruder gets hit multiple times with space-floating rock fragments. It leaves a trail of debris, including its own, life-bearing rock fragments. Each exoplanet whose orbit has been crossed by the intruding object may interact twice a year with the debris trail. Exoplanets having shorter orbital periods and those having stronger g-fields have greater chances of successful life transfer during their fly-bys is also a possible scenario in young star clusters (see Malmberg et al. 2011) and could potentially serve as a mechanism of interstellar life exchange.
Recently, the concept of interstellar material exchange found a support in first observations of extrasolar objects (an asteroid and a comet) entering our system (see Fitzsimmons et al. 2018; Hallatt and Wiegert 2019) . Such interstellar material exchange could be a potential mechanism allowing the transfers of biological material between planetary systems. However, the amount of rock and ice material being exchanged between star systems may be limited (e.g. Wallis and Wickramasinghe 2004; Adams and Spergel 2005; Zubrin 2019 ) and the chances of rock bits being captured by a nearby planetary system are slim (Wallis and Wickramasinghe 2004; Adams and Spergel 2005) . Hence, to render such a mechanism effective, microbes would have to be common in rock bits floating in spacejust to ensure that they will be present in those few fragments being exchanged between the systems. As yet, unequivocal microbes or their fossils have not been found in meteorites which fell on Earth, including those meteorites that could originate on Mars (see Kerr 1997 ). It appears to be a logical conclusion that microbe-bearing rock fragments must be rare in space. Therefore, as a result the rock/ice material exchange may be rather an ineffective life transfer mechanism at interstellar scale (see Melosh 2003) .
The solution to a successful interstellar panspermia may be not to leave the home exoplanet for interstellar voyage at all, but rather to take it along ( Fig. 1 ). Several authors have suggested that nomadic objects floating in space could harbor life (see Stevenson 1999; Abbot and Switzer 2011; Durand-Manterola 2010; Badescu 2010 Badescu , 2011a Badescu , 2011b Strigari et al. 2012 ) and that such objects could play a role in the interstellar panspermia (Durand-Manterola 2010; Abbot and Switzer 2011; Strigari et al. 2012) . Durand-Manterola (2010) offered most details and proposed a mechanism in which the atmosphere of intruding nomadic object would be stripped off by the stellar wind. The microbes released this way in space would be dragged by the wind and could colonize the planets of the invaded system. However, this proposal ignores the UV sensitivity of the microbes. Durand-Manterola (2010) mentions also that the collisions with the intruder could have played a role in life transfer through formation of life-bearing fragments. However, he provides no further details on this mechanism. The aim of this paper is to take a closer look at this intriguing proposal and to offer a hypothetical testable mechanism for interstellar panspermia via nomadic objects.
Hypothesis
A life-bearing exoplanet is ejected from its unstable planetary system and becomes a planetaryscale nomadic object (Fig. 1c ). The object travels the interstellar space and approaches other planetary system(s). It enters the new system and gets hit with that system's ice/rock debrisplanetoids and comets, bits left over from that system's accretion. The impacts eject microbebearing fragments of the intruder into space. The rock bits form a trail of debris along the object's path (Fig. 1d ). The fragments stay in orbit around the star for some time and the trail serves as a repository of life-bearing rock fragments. Exoplanets whose orbits have been cut by the intruder may interact with the debris trail twice a year (Fig. 1e) .
The interstellar transit time will depend on relative velocity of the nomadic object and the approached system and on a distance to that system. However, the transit time is a negligible factor in the proposed mechanism. This is because nomadic objects should be able to sustain heat and life for periods of time at scale of 10 9 years (see Stevenson 1999, Abbot and Switzer 2011 )larger terrestrial exoplanets would cool down slower than the smaller ones. Therefore, such nomadic objects should be able to sustain their biospheres for a longer time than smaller ones. If the intruding object is too large however, e.g. a Jovian-class planet, it may have a disruptive gravitational effect on the approached system, leading to destabilization of orbits. Finally, the proposed mechanism would work best for intruders approaching the system in ecliptic plane or close to it. This is because most of the rock and ice debris left after system's accretion is expected to rotate approximately in this plane and thus the frequency of impacts would be the greatest for objects with trajectories close to the ecliptic plane.
Plausible candidate objects to carry life across interstellar distances are Earth or Super-Earth class terrestrial nomadic exoplanets or Jovian-like exomoons associated with large Jupiter-size nomadic exoplanets (see Sasselov and Valencia 2010; Lammer et al. 2009; Heller and Armstrong 2014; Hong et al. 2018) . The gravitational influence of the Jupiter-mass exoplanet may render such exomoons habitable during the interstellar journey (see Heller and Armstrong 2014) .
The proposed types of celestial bodies are likely to have shielding rocks, H 2 O (water/ice) and internal heat source. Water is a key component for habitability (see Kasting et al. 1993 , Stevenson 1999 . Massive, Earth-like exoplanets should create their own internal heat. Smaller objects, e.g. exomoons of a Jupiter-class exoplanet, could generate heat due to tidal forces they experience within the g-field of exoplanets they orbit.
Without an atmospheric protection the H 2 O would be mostly frozen during the interstellar transit but the heat source would provide volcanic activityvolcanoes or vents could warm up the lower parts of the H 2 O cover, keeping some of it in a liquid state: the ice cover with water ocean underneath (see Abbot and Switzer 2011; Fig. 1c herein) . Such a model nomadic object would resemble Europa, one of Jupiter's moons (see Carr et al. 1998 , and references therein). Abbot and Switzer (2011) showed that thinner ice cover is required to keep under ice liquid water for a less massive nomadic planet if the planet has more water than Earth and/or if its surface is covered with a thick CO 2 layer. Stevenson (1999) proposed a category of plausible life-bearing unbound objects with atmospheres. He argued that ejected planets may keep their original nebula gas envelopes composed of H 2low temperature leads to high pressure at the base of such an atmosphere (10 2 to 10 4 bar). The pressure causes far-infrared opacity of the H 2 . Therefore such nomadic objects could be cold (~30 K) but still they could have oceans of water at their surfacesoceans with temperatures and pressures comparable to those at the ocean-floors of Earth (Stevenson 1999) . Badescu (2010 Badescu ( , 2011a Badescu ( , 2011b reached similar conclusions modeling various composition of optically thick gas envelopes of unbound planets. Therefore, such planets having optically thick or opaque atmospheres are also plausible life-bearing nomadic objects for interstellar transfer mechanism.
Founding Data

Nomadic Objects
Exoplanets may be ejected from their parent planetary systems due to various processes (e.g. Rasio and Ford 1996; Weidenschilling and Marzari 1996; Malhotra 2002; Barnes and Quinn 2004; Malmberg et al. 2011; Veras and Raymond 2012; Bakari et al. 2018) . Such expelled objects become nomadic and travel through interstellar space without a star. Such unbound objects are also known in the literature as rogue planets and free-floating planets. Theoretical estimations showed there may be potentially 10 5 unbounded objects per-main-sequence star in the Galaxy, such objects could range in mass from 10 −8 to 10 −2 of Sun's masses (see Strigari et al. 2012 ). The unbounded planets may intrude into encountered foreign planetary system(s). Such meetings may be just a fly-by or they may end in a capturing of an intruder by the encountered system (see Goulinski and Ribak 2017) .
Recent gravitational microlensing studies indicate that Jupiter-mass exoplanets may occur with frequency up to 0.25 exoplanet per main-sequence star (compare Sumi et al. 2011; Quanz et al. 2012; Mróz et al. 2017) . The existence of such massive, unbound planetary objects has been already confirmed by direct observations with near-infrared imaging (see Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000) and with microlensing (see Mróz et al. 2018 Mróz et al. , 2019 . Earth-mass and Super-Earth-mass exoplanets are detectable with ultrashort microlensing events and recent preliminary studies suggest they may be common in space (see Mróz et al. 2017) .
Frequencies of Earth-Mass and Super-Earth-Mass Exoplanets
Kepler's data suggest that exoplanets similar in size to Earth (0.5 to 2 Earth's radius) may occur with frequency of 0.5 exoplanet per red dwarf (Kopparapu 2013) . Petigura et al. (2013) found, extrapolating Kepler's data, that ∼5.7% of Sun-type stars may harbor an exoplanet comparable in size and orbital period to Earth.
Earth's Light-Independent Biota
The planetary ejection would likely terminate light-dependent biota. However, simple, lightindependent ecosystems could survive. Biological processes of chemotrophic and heterotrophic microorganisms would likely operate as usual during the interstellar transit, as long as chemical components and heat would be provided from the object's interior. There are such light-independent ecosystems on Earth, one can find them at hydrothermal vents at the sea floors (see Cann et al. 1997; Flores and Reysenbach 2011; Abbot and Switzer, 2011) . Interestingly, hydrothermal vents ecosystems may have been among the first that emerged on a young Earth (see Dodd et al. 2017 ).
Testing Strategy
Panspermia may be confirmed only if common ancestry is proven for biological entities from two different celestial objects. Therefore, scientific the testing of panspermia concept is a major challenge. Ultimately, it will be possible only with physical evidence at handacquisition of extraterrestrial biological material. Testing of interplanetary panspermia, for example in Earth-Mars system (e.g. Mileikowsky et al. 2000) , will be possible as soon as our understanding improves of the Martian surface. This may happen only after manned exploration will have started (years from now?). However, testing of interstellar panspermia will have to await much longer (centuries from now?) as travel between stars is still beyond our technological capabilities regarding both, manned and unmanned missions (see Dyson 1968 ).
Evaluation of the Hypothesis Components
The preliminary evaluation of the hypothesis will require addressing the following questions with new observatory data: Improved microlensing detection should answer the question on how frequent are nomadic Earth-mass and Super-Earth-mass planetary objects (see e.g. Strigari et al. 2012; Mróz et al. 2017; Bennett et al. 2018; Penny et al. 2019; Hamolli et al. 2019; question 1) . Improved understanding on composition of atmospheres of rocky exoplanets (their spectral analysis) will shed light on how frequent H 2 O is (see e.g. Ballesteros et al. 2019; question 2) . Atmospheric composition (e.g. CO 2 abundance) may give also a hint of information on volcanic activity as CO 2 is one of its typical products (see Giggenbach 1996) ; the CO 2 presence is important in models of Abbot and Switzer (2011) where an under-ice water ocean may be sustained despite the small mass of the planet only if a CO 2 layer is present at the planet's surface. Therefore, volcanic activity (CO 2 abundance) of planets smaller than Earth may improve their ability to sustain liquid water under the ice and life during the transit (question 3). Future mission(s) to Europa moon will help to understand how a H 2 O-rich world with internal heat source may behave away from a star providing the heatincluding conditions under the ice (question 4).
Predictions Made by the Hypothesis
The proposed panspermia scenario permits some testable predictions to be made regarding the life-bearing exoplanets.
The rock debris trail left by intruding life-bearing nomadic object could serve for some time as a repository of life-bearing rock bits. Its presence would provide multiple opportunitieslife transfer windowsfor fertilizing exoplanets within the system. Exoplanets having shorter orbital periods would interact with the debris trail more frequently than those with longer periods. Also, the time during which the biological material in space-floating rock bits could stay fertile would be likely limited by microbes' abilities to stay in a dormant state (see Seaward et al. 1976; Vreeland et al. 2000) . Therefore, the overall higher frequency of exoplanet-debris interaction would increase the chances of successful life transfer.
The strength of planetary g-filed would determine how effective an exoplanet is at draining the rock bits from the debris trail. Exoplanets having stronger g-fields would drain the trail debris more effectivelymore bits would end ultimately at their surfaces.
Therefore, the proposed scenario predicts that the overall chances for successful fertilization increase with & decreasing exoplanet's orbital period; & increasing exoplanet's g-field.
The mentioned predictions need to co-occur with life-suitable conditions on the planet receiving the life-bearing fragments in order to plant the life successfully (e.g. planet in a habitable zone). The case of Earth matches the proposed model. The planet had a suitable environment (habitable zone), it has a short orbital period and the greatest g-field of all the inner planets of the Solar System. However, not all planetary systems are like our system and they may differ significantly in configurations. For example, planetary systems with gas giants large Jupiter-size planetsorbiting close to their host stars ("hot Jupiter"; see e.g. Henry et al. 2000 ) may be less welcoming for life transferred via the proposed mechanism. The giant planet will drain most of the rock bits from the debris trail left by the intruder. In such a scenario life would likely not survive on a hot gas giant. However, if the planet had a Jovianlike moon system and some of those moons had conditions suitable for life then there would be a chance of successful fertilization of the moons.
If the proposed mechanism of panspermia is valid then life should be more common on exoplanets matching the tight orbit and strong g-field criteria. These predictions should be testable if and when life-signatures are remotely detected through spectral analysis of exoplanets' atmospheres. A database with a population of potential life-harboring exoplanets will be required to test the proposed predictions.
Conclusions
The proposed hypothesis postulates that life can transit interstellar distances on nomadic exoplanets and/or its exomoons.
Erath-mass, Super-Earth-mass exoplanets and Jovian-like exomoons are proposed as carrier-objects. During the interstellar transit such words would resemble Europa, Jupiter's moon, having an ice crust and a subsurface liquid water ocean. Also, exoplanets and exomoons with thick infrared-opaque atmospheres could sustain life during the transit.
The current state of knowledge supports the hypothesis and shows Jupiter-size nomadic exoplanets are frequent. Preliminary observations show Earth-mass and Super-Earth-mass objects may be common as well.
The scenario limits the time exposure of biological material to lethal radiation, low vacuum pressure and low temperatures during the interstellar transit in open space (see Durand-Manterola 2010). Light-independent ecosystems (similar to those around Earth's hydrothermal vents) could survive the ejection from planetary system and interstellar voyage.
The nomadic object entering new planetary system would disturb system's planetoids and comets, it could receive multiple impacts and would likely form along its path a trail of debris including its own life-bearing rock bits. Such a debris trail could serve as a repository of lifebearing rock fragments. Exoplanets within the system could interact with the trail twice a year. Those having shorter orbital periods and those with stronger planetary g-fields would have higher chances of successful fertilization. Therefore, life transferred in the way outlined in the proposed scenario should be more frequent on exoplanets having shorter orbital periods and stronger g-fields.
